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Abstract
This is an implementation of artistic curly hair dynamics according to
the method introduced by Pixar to achieve the artistic hair introduced
in the movie Brave. This implementation is done using Houidini, to give
Houdini users the ability to apply these dynamics to their hair easily.
The implementation is divided into two major sections, the dynamics of
a single strain of hair, and optimizing the collision between different hair
strains. For the single strain, a combination of three strings is introduced,
Stretching string, Bending string, and Core string. For collisions, the
operation is optimized by pruning the close particles in the one strain to
reduce the amount of particles processed for a single strain from a side,
and then from the other side, neighboring hair strains are pruned when
possible to reduce the amount of strains to process.
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1

Introduction

Not only is Hair simulation a crucial part of modern creature design and production, but also a challenge in every production environment. Divided into styling,
dynamics, and rendering, the production of hair present challenges for different
departments of production environment. In this paper, we focus on challenges
considering hair dynamics, challenges range from having a stable solution, having it balanced between being realistic and also fulfill the artistic needs, to this
solution to be fast and efficient for animation needs, and also being reusable for
different types of hair. Different solutions have been introduced using different
perspectives. In the survey introduced by [17], different representations of hair
are discussed. Some methods introduce hair using geometric representation like
NURBS surface models in [13]or cylinders that represent wasps of hair in [5],
others introduced the concept of using images or sketches of hair to produce
and animate computer generated hair such as [18] and cartoon hair like in [9],
and others, which are focused on in this paper, deal with hair as collection of
dynamic strains that follow physical dynamics.
This paper introduces an implementation of curly hair dynamics using the
method introduced in [8]. The method is divided into mainly two parts, the
dynamics of one strain of hair, and the contact between strains of hair, and the
optimization of collision detection and handling.
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Previous Work

Methods have been introduced to simulate the dynamics of hair as a collection
of single strains as mentioned earlier. In [16], Selle et al., building on Rosenblum et al.’s method discussed in [15] in 1991, introduced a method using a four
mass spring structure that using the support of the four mass spring together
to hold the curliness of a curly hair, and also keeps the structure of a straight
hair. Another method as introduced in [2, 1] the concept of elastic rods is used
to represent hair as a one dimensional object that it’s centerline, along with its
material frame, controls the shape of the hair strain at every point of time. In
[7], hair model is presented in a series of rigid bodies connected by a three DOF
spherical joint. Forward angular dynamics on the spherical joints control the
motion of the links between these joints. These serial rigid multibody systems
are combined together to create a fluid like object that follows continuum dynamics rules, where SPH method was used (SPH discussed in [10]). Another
method introduced by [11], use position based dynamics through modeling hair
as a chain of particles in what’s called Follow The Leader method (FTL). In
this method, position based dynamics approach is used based on finding the
right position for a particle to fulfill the distant constraint enforced between the
particles.
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3

Artistic Simulation of Curly Hair

The method implemented in this paper was developed mainly to simulate curly
hair. However, it was proved to be successful in simulating straight hair as
well. Also, it’s worth noticing that although this method doesn’t specifically
introduce an ultimately realistic hair, it gives enough control need by artists to
give the desired look.

3.1

Single Hair Strain Dynamics

This method, introduced in [8], combines the dynamics theory of both the mass
springs method introduced in [16] and the elastic rods method introduced in [1]
to maintain the hair shape and simulate its motion. This combination is used
to apply three main internal forces on a series of particles connected by springs
that enforce these forces as follows
3.1.1

Stretch Spring Force

Similar to the mass spring method of Selle et al. in [16], particles are connected
by linear springs. For every single strain consists of N particles, there is a set
of current particle positions P = {p0 , p1 , ...., pN −1 } , a set of current particle
velocities V = {v0 , v 1 , ...., v N −1 } , and every two particles are connected by
an edge ei = pi+1 − pi . The force applied by this spring is a standard damped
linear spring force calculated as follows:
fs (ks , cs )i = ks (||ei || − ||ēi ||)êi + cs (∆vi .êi )êi

(1)

where k s and cs are spring and damping coefficients respectively, 4v i =
vi+1 − vi , ||.|| denotes vector length, and .̂ denotes vector normalization. Although this equation represents both spring forces and damping forces upon
the spring, these two forces are divided into two separate processes during the
implementation as discussed in the implementation section. Iben et al. also
suggests using a biased strain limiting approach, as discussed in [16] to control
the amount of stretch applied to strains as desired by artists, by looping through
the particles and limit the velocity of particles and length of stretching edges
that exceed a curtain limit.
3.1.2

Bending Spring Force

Similar to the Elastic Rods method in [1], a curve between the particles representing the centerline and material frames per the point are used to compute
the bending of the strain. However, as this method would detect every little
move, as simple as a walk cycle, parallel transporting along smoothed curve is
used to reduce the effect of small movement on the bending of the hair strain.
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3.1.2.1 Smoothing Function Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) Bessel filter,
explained in [12], is used as a smoothing function, di = ς(Λ, α)i for the curve,
where Λ = {λ0 , ..., λN −1 } is a set of N elements in R3 associated with hair,
like particle positions or particle velocities. Using a smoothing amount α ≥ 0,
β = min(1, 1 − exp(−l/α)) where l is the average rest length per edge, is used
to calculate the vector di ∀i ∈ {0...N − 2} that is used to achieve the smoothed
curve. di is calculated as follows:
di = 2(1 − β)di−1 − (1 − β)2 di−2 + β 2 (λi+1 − λi )

(2)

as noticeable the function is a recursive functions that depend on the basic
condition d−2 = d−1 = λ1 − λ0 giving d0 = λ1 − λ0 . In case of positions, as
illustrated in figure (1), this vector di is to be recursively added to the position
from the root to the tip to reach the smoothed curve as follows:
p,i = p,i−1 + di−1
where p,0 = λ0 , the root of the polyline.

Figure 1: Smoothing Function, Original Curve in bold black line, smoothed
curve in thin blue line. [8]
3.1.2.2 Parallel Transport The idea of parallel transport, as explained in
[6] and [3], is to rotate a frame from the initial frame, root frame in our case, to
maintain the parallelism of the frame to the curve. Given a curve C, an existing
Frame F1 at point t-1, a tangent T1 at point t-1, and tangent T2 at t, the new
frame F2’s orientation can be calculated by rotating F1 about axis A with angle
αwhere A = T1 ×T2 and α = ArcCos((T 1.T 2)/(|T 1||T 2|)). So, in other words,
at each point, given the tangent of the point, the frame from the previous point
is rotated so that the tangent from previous point matches the tangent on the
current point, as illustrated in Figure2
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Figure 2: Computing a reference frame from the previous frame. [3]
3.1.2.3 Applying Bending Forces Given the new smoothed curve, the
material frames are calculated per point using the parallel transport of the root
T
frame. For initialization, a reference vector, t̄i = F̄i−1
ēi , is computed from the
rest pose of the curve. to compute the local frame F̄ i−1 we start by calculating
F̄ 0 from the root scalp polygon, afterwards, the frames in sequence are to be
calculated by parallel transport of the previous frame along the smoothed curve
as discussed previously. For each step, we calculate F0 from the root polygon,
and Fi−1 using parallel transport on the smoothed curve to get a target vector,
ti = Fi−1 t̄i , that the current pose is desired to match, refer to Figure 3.

Figure 3: Rest to Posed curve, Original curve in bold black, smoothed curves
in blue. [3]
Having the target vector identified the force needed to move the a point to
the target position the bending force is calculated as follows:
fb (kb , cb )i = kb (ei − ti ) + cb (∆vi − (∆vi .êi )êi )

(3)

where k b and cb are spring and damping coefficients respectively, also Iben et
al. suggests giving the artists the ability to specify the coefficients for flexibility.
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3.1.3

Core Spring Force

Although using only stretch spring and bending spring gives a working realistic
hair, an undesired effect happens in extreme acceleration of characters. In high
acceleration, the curls of the hair unwind and the hair becomes straight instead.
To over come this undesired behavior, an extra spring is added to control the
longitudinal stretch of the curls. (Another option would have been increasing
the stiffness of the spring, but that would affect the flexibility of the bending
of the curls). To compute the core spring forces, same smoothing described in
section 3.1.2.1 is used to compute bi = ς(P, αc )i , the same method is also used to
calculate νi = ς(V, αc )i for the spring damping term, and the force is calculated
as follows:
fc (kc , cc )i = kc (||bi ||−||b̄i ||)b̂i + cc (νi ·b̂i )b̂i

(4)

where k c and cc are spring and damping coefficients respectively. To maintain
stability, k c must be kept smaller than k s from equation (1). To control the
stiffness of the core spring, to balance between the artist’s desire for the hair
to bounce in simple motion like walk cycle, and control during extreme motion,
Iben et al. suggests using a cubic Hermite blending function based upon the
amount of longitudinal curl stretch to non-linearly change k c .

3.2

Hair-Hair interactions

Hair and hair contacts is crucial for the simulation of realistic looking hair. Hair
hair interaction gives the hair a feeling of mass and interesting interaction the
adds to the realism of the hair. However, if every single particle in every single
constraint is considered for detecting and calculating collisions and their impact
the process would be quite expensive, and time consuming. Hence, a pruning
system is introduced that work on two main levels, the level of particles for a
single strain of hair, and the level of pairs of hair strains as discussed in the
coming sections.
3.2.1

Single Hair Pruning

Single hair’s particles’ pruning is mainly based on having a sphere surrounding
each particle, any particle that happens to exist inside this sphere is pruned,
starting from the root particle that is never pruned. For a more mathematical
explanation, starting from the root particle (j=0), we set k =1 and continue to
increment k until the following equation is satisfied:
k−1
X

||ēi || > s(rj + rk )

(5)

i=j

where rj is the radius of the j th particle, and s is a parameter controlling the
sparsity of particles. When the equation is satisfied, all the particles between j
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and k are pruned, j is set to k, k is set to k+1, and the process is repeated over
and over again until reaching the end of the hair strain, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Single Hair Strain Pruning. [8]
3.2.2

Hair Pair Pruning

This part of pruning depends mainly on the fact that it’s not necessarily needed
to consider every two strains of hair for collisions, as other hair strains in the
middle will indirectly carry the impact of one hair strain to another. To decide
which hair strains effect each other, each ri is multiplied by constant rc , the
sum of all contacts between the spheres of particles of the two hair strains i
and j are computed and name ni,j . Then, the effect of each two hairs i, j on
each others is not considered if they have ni,j < nt , a threshold indicating the
minimum number of contacts required to be considered.
3.2.3

Collision handling

When particles and hairs that are considered for collision are identified, contacts
are detected between two particles whenever their spheres overlap, i.e. ||pi −
pj || < ri + rj . To handle this contact, the method used in both [16] and [4] is
adapted. For every two particles where a contact is detected, a penalty force
spring is applied between these two particles, and breaks when its length reaches
a threshold. To avoid instabilities, the spring stiffness is dynamically increased
during initial contact while full damping is being used; before the spring breaks,
the stiffness is firstly decreased to zero, and then followed by damping.

4

Implementation

In this paper, an implementation using Houdini is being discussed to achieve
the results desired by the method introduced by Iben et al. in [8]. The implementation is based mainly on the use of Houdini DOPs, VOPs, and VEX. As
9

this paper is only concerned with the implementation of hair dynamics, the hair
tool in Houdini is used for all the other elements. The hair tool in Houdini is
divided into skin, guides, dynamics, clumps, and rendering and visualization.
This goal of this implementation is add a new dynamics implementation to the
built in Houdini hair tool. The addition to the Houdini hair tool is divided into
two parts: operation on the rest pose, to make it ready for processing, and the
solver that loops and operates on the data represent by the rest pose, and apply
different forces to it step after step.

4.1

Pre-Solver Calculations on Rest Pose

To qualify the given curve to be a guide for hair using the discussed method, the
curve goes through some calculations to set the parameters needed during the
calculations of the forces. This calculations are being added to the guides node,
as shown in Figure 5. As shown in the figure, in this stage, the curve is being
resampled to give smoother calculations between different curvatures. ēi and
||ēi ||from Equation (1) are then being calculated by the node calculate_eLen.
In the same node, guides, the pose curve is smoothed using method described in
section (3.1.2.1) using a vex node that loops through the points and recursively
compute the smoothed curve, also out of the smoothed curve, b̄i from equation
(4)are extracted. After computing the initial frame using polyframe node, a
VOP SOP node is then used to parallelly transport the frame to the points in
sequence. Given the new frames, another VOP SOP network is used to calculate
the reference vector t̄i . Now, the curve is ready to be used for the calculation
of the dynamics of the hair.

Figure 5: pre-solver calculations on the Rest pose
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4.2

Solving Dynamics

All dynamic calculations are done in a DOP network that exist in the guide_dynamics
node. Running 30 steps frame, as suggested by Iben et al. in [8], the dop network consists mainly of three POP solvers, one POP solver is used to integrate
spring forces, with 15 sub-steps per network step, another one is used to integrate damping forces, with 10 sub-steps per spring force step = 150 sub-steps per
network step, and the third is only used to calculate the new positions produced
by the new velocities coming out of the other two solvers, with one sub-step per
network step. This recursion is built based on the algorithm suggested in [8]
and shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Dynamics Calculation Algorithm. [8]
4.2.1

popsolver_External_and_Internal (force loop in Figure (6))

As shown in Figure 7, the internal forces are being integrated by the popsolver_External_and_Internal combined with external forces (i.e. gravity).
Internal forces are being divided into three parts, Stretch Spring: where the
first part of equation (1) regarding the spring force kf orce = ks (||ei || − ||ēi ||)êi ,
Bending Spring: the parts where sections (3.1.2.1), and (3.1.2.2) are implemented, and target vector ti and the kf orce = kb (ei − ti ) from equation (3) are
calculated, Core Spring: using bi extracted from the smoothed curve, in this
part the core spring force, the first term in equation (4), is calculated. The three
forces are merged, and integrated in the popsolver_External_and_Internal
solver producing the new velocities. As discussed earlier, this solver runs 15
sub-steps for every simulation step.
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Figure 7: Internal Forces
4.2.2

popsolver_damp (damping loop in Figure (6))

Figure (8) shows the damping forces divided into three parts representing the
damping terms in the the three equations (1), (3), and (4). These forces and
then merged and integrated by the solver popsolver_damp to produce the new
velocities, that gets update every sup-step to help damping the spring forces
more efficient. This solver runs 150 sub-steps per simulation step, = 10 substep per each spring force sub-step.
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Figure 8: Damping Forces

4.3

Handling Collisions

For simplicity, POP impact node was used in this implementation to handle
the collisions between the particles. For the ball representing the head, houdini
static object was used to handle collision between hair particles and the ball.

5
5.1

Results and Discussion
Results

The implementation produced a hair dynamics system that is able to handle a
curve submitted to the built in hair system, and apply the dynamics method
discussed in this paper. Different curliness of hair guides need different parameters to be handled properly. The system gives more flexible dynamics handler
than the houdini built in as it gives more access to how the curls are handled,
unwound, and put to bounce. Unlike the built in system in Houdini, the implemented system gives strains the ability to bounce in trivial movements, like
walk cycle, without having the curl unwound despite the elasticity of the strain.
Although, it’s more physically realistic to have the curls unwinding in such a
bounce, this unwinding is not always desired by the artists, as mentioned in
13

section (3.1.2). This system also allows to keep the strain flexible and elastic
with keeping it’s curl and length even under extreme motion of character. Check
Figure

5.2
5.2.1

Future work
Performancestretchiness

The system can still be investigated further to reduce calculations time. The
investigation should go through better ways to design the system to run faster,
better use of houdini to make the most of its parallel, and multi thread abilities,
and also the best sub step handling of the process depending of the type hair
simulated. The performance of the system is very critical in the animation
environment as animators will often need the hair to be present when animation
includes moving the hair or is actually revolved around it.
5.2.2

Collision system

Although a simple pop collision handling is used in the implementation, a more
efficient collision system is desired. This system should also handle the strain
of hair that get stuck together due to collision rather than just bouncing upon
each other. Iben et al., in [8], suggests using a penalty spring forces to handle
these collisions as mentioned in section (3.2.3). The basic idea of the method is
also discussed and explained in [14] for more details.
5.2.3

User Interface

So far, this implementation is only an implementation to the method in [8].
However, this implementation needs to be converted to an easily reusable tool.
A tool to handle different types of hair, giving the user the ability to change
the variables that makes the flexibility offered by this method is available in the
user’s hands. Similar to the “add dynamics” tool in the Hair houdini shelf, the
user should be able to choose between applying the built in houdini dynamics,
using wires, and the proposed method. Should the user choose the proposed
method, the pre-solution addition in section (4.1) is appended to the guides
node, and a dop network containing the solution network explained in section
(4.2) is added to the scene.
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Conclusion

Hair simulation is a critical part of every computer animation environment due
to it’s impact in making characters more appealing and realistic. For more than
a quarter of a century, new methods have been emerging to provide the industry
with new ways to represent hair. Different needs, different productions, different animation styles, and different characters, all of these are elements that
caused the variation of hair simulation methods that were discussed to range
14

Figure 9: Comparison between Houdini built in wire solver for hair, and the
proposed method. The two on the top are from Houdini built in wire solver
in two different times using the same properties, on the buttom the proposed
method in the same times, using their own same properties. Notice that the
wire solver could give better output by raising the stiffness which would affect
the appealing output of the simulation.
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between cartoon hair, realistic hair, volume hair, geometric represented hair,
or strain represented hair. A system has been implemented to simulate hair
dynamics. The system consists mainly of a set of particles connected by three
springs representing a strain of hair. A linear damping stretch spring as the
main spring connecting the particles together. A bending spring that is responsible for maintaining the bending of the hair strain by parallel transporting a
material frame along a smoothed curve, which by turn make the simulation
more stable and causing less strain unwinding in secondary motion. And a core
spring that is responsible for handling keeping the length and winding of the
hair strain even in extraordinary motion of the character. The implementation is made in Houdini to allow users to use it easily through the interface of
houdini. The implementation is added as part of the hair built in system of
Houdini. The implementation is based mainly on vops, vex snippets, and pop
solvers that make pre-force calculations, calculate forces, and integrate forces
respectively. Although the implementation should an appealing potential and
flexibility to handle different types of hair and give different desired behavior,
either being realistic or not, there is still more to advance, more to optimize,
and more to integrate with Houdini in this implementation. At the end, this
is one implementation of one method, there are, as discussed before, a lot of
different method that were explored and introduced throughout the years. Each
method has its own uses, and best practices. The method implemented in here
was firstly developed to deal with curly hair in a way that is not necessarily
realistic. However, it showed the ability to adapt with different kinds of hair,
and has been used in the same production to produce different types of hair.
Given the advantage of the proposed method, some other methods and models
are definitely worth studying as they give more variety for different uses, and
fit better in other different situations.
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7
7.1

Appendices
Code Snippets

Figure 10: Some VEX Code Snippets from Geometry Wranglers
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